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Cost-efficient and 100% digital — avoid paying for checks and postage while generating revenue 

Eliminates the manual processes associated with paper checks

Highly secure and reduces the risk of fraud with 24/7 monitoring

Fast payment processing with same-day payments available

Improves supplier satisfaction with faster payment settlement, with complementary access to 

the Supplier Portal for visibility into payment status

Convenient for suppliers — payments are directly deposited into their account

REDUCE R ISK AND TURN A COST
CENTER INTO A REVENUE
GENERATOR 

SIMPL IFY ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND EARN REVENUE WITH   
F INEXIO VIRTUAL CARDS

WHY FINEXIO VIRTUAL CARDS?



HOW IT WORKS
With Finexio Virtual Cards, your vendors receive a one-time use card-

by-email that contains a 16-digit randomly generated card number. 

Payment recipients can simply enter the card information into their 

POS system to process the payment. In most instances, suppliers can 

access funds that same day. 

GENERATE NEW REVENUE WITH FINEXIO VIRTUAL CARDS
In addition to eliminating the costs associated with printing, signing, and 

mailing paper checks, Fixexio Virtual Cards can offset costs of service. 

With Finexio Virtual Cards, a percentage of the supplier’s payment is 

discounted that delivers revenue back to your business.

HIGHLY SECURE AND REDUCES RISK FOR YOU AND YOUR

SUPPLIERS
Checks are 7x more likely to be involved in fraud than electronic 

payments and Finexio Virtual Cards are one of the most secure payment 

options. No bank account information is required for virtual card set up or 

payment transmission and each card is locked into a specific payment 

amount for a limited time. 

ABOUT FINEXIO
Finexio is the leading AP Payments as a Service (PaaS) company  focused on 

enabling end-to-end business payment capabilities in mid-market and 

enterprise organizations. This fully managed AP Payments as a Service 

solution represents a powerful disruption to traditional, disjointed manual-

based AP processes. Finexio’s modern, efficient service model, robust API, 

SSO capabilities, and differentiated service capabilities allows companies 

to eliminate manual processes, lower payment costs, and prevent 

payments fraud. 

Learn more at finexio.com. 
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http://finexio.com/



